Improved protection system for phase faults on marine vessels based on ratio between negative-sequence and positive-sequence of the fault current
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Abstract: This paper presents a new method to protect the radial feeders on marine vessels. The proposed protection method is effective against Phase-Phase (PP) faults and is based on evaluation of the ratio between the negative-sequence and positive-sequence of the fault currents. It is shown that the magnitude of the introduced ratio increases significantly during the PP fault, hence indicating the fault presence in an electric network. In this paper, the theoretical background of the new method of protection is firstly discussed, based on which the new protection algorithm is described afterwards. The proposed algorithm is implemented in a programmable digital relay embedded in a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) test setup that emulates a typical maritime feeder using a Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS). The HIL setup allows testing of the new protection method under a wide range of faults and network conditions and the experimental results demonstrate its effectiveness in all scenarios conducted. The proposed protection method offers a solution to the protection challenges associated with variability of the short-circuit currents in radial feeders, advancing in this way the traditional mean of protection in maritime feeders, represented by OverCurrent (OC) relays.

1. Introduction

Vessels are used from ancient times, but only since the end of the 19th century electricity is integrated into their structure [1]. Nowadays electricity is essential for several systems on board and operation of a vessel or of another maritime application without a functional electric network is unconceivable [1], [2]. Propulsion, maneuvering, navigation, signalling, lighting, communication, ventilation, heating and cooling are just some of the shipboard systems dependent on the availability of the electric power on board [2]. Both DC and AC electric systems are used in the maritime sector, but most vessels employ an AC (at 50 Hz or 60 Hz) network [2] and therefore only the maritime AC networks are discussed in this paper.

The electric AC network of a vessel can be considered as an islanded microgrid where all electricity is generated, distributed and consumed within the limits of a reduced area, represented by the vessel itself [3]. Generation is provided by a number of generators and is variable, as the energy needs of the vessel are variable as well [4]. In general, distribution of the electric power is realised radially and involves the use of multiple voltage levels [3]. The nominal voltage ranges from the typical household voltage level (e.g. 110 V or 230 V) to several kilovolts, with the maximum allowed voltage limited to 15 kV in most vessels [5]-[7]. The network is typically ungrounded below 1 kV and grounded via a high impedance above 1 kV [8], [9]. With these grounding arrangements, Phase-to-Ground (PG) faults do not produce significant fault currents. Consequently the electric network of a vessel allows continuity of supply in the event of a single PG fault, which is the most common electric fault that occurs in maritime applications [10].

Protection against the electric faults is of paramount importance on vessels, as the loss of any system on board could result in dangerous conditions for the vessel or for personnel safety [3]. The damage produced by a short-circuit is proportional with the fault current [11] and on vessels PP and Three-Phase (3P) faults produce the most intense fault currents. OC protection is widely used for detection of these abnormal conditions on vessels [11], but its correct operation can be compromised in some cases. For example, variable generation may lead to variation of the available short-circuit power, thereby endangering coordination of the OC relays [4], while the relatively reduced fault currents could cause longer tripping times for the relays [12]. Moreover, these protection problems could be more pronounced in the future, as it is anticipated that the new vessel designs will introduce more variable generation and load levels [13]. Furthermore, the resistance of the fault adds as another factor that affects the tripping times of the OC relays. Therefore, the conventional OC protection needs to be revised in maritime applications with a high degree of variability of the fault current.

In response to the protection issues caused by variable short-circuit power in maritime applications, a new method of protection has been suggested in [12] against PP faults. The method proposed in [12] uses symmetrical components of the fault currents and communication between the protection relays to clear PP faults in a maritime feeder in a selective manner. However, if communication between the protection relays is lost then coordination is no longer possible and the protection system loses selectivity. Also, the relay-dedicated communication is not always available on vessels and when it is available, a backup protection method is still needed in the event of a communication failure scenario. In this paper the protection method proposed in [12] is modified so that
communication is no longer required, thus making it suitable for a wider range of vessels. The newly developed method of protection addresses PP faults because 3P faults are very rare on vessels and usually develop from PP faults [13], while PG faults do not produce significant fault currents on vessels, as discussed previously.

The protection method proposed in this paper has been implemented in a programmable digital relay and tested in a HIL setup that emulates a maritime feeder using RTDS, and the experimental results show that it provides satisfactory performance for a wide range of conditions. The conditions examined include variable levels of short-circuit power and different fault resistances.

2. Electric network of a vessel

The AC network of a vessel is characterized by a redundant design such that a single electrical fault does not cause the loss of any essential system on board [1]-[3]. The redundant design is achieved by duplication of the electrical equipment in a way that most of the loads can be powered using at least two independent electric paths and by physical separation of the duplicated equipment so that a single defect cannot affect them simultaneously [1], [2]. In fault conditions the electric network is reconfigured using various Circuit Breakers (CBs) and the electric energy is transmitted to the loads using a healthy path, but the radial structure of the network is preserved [3]. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a typical AC network on a vessel is devised.

In healthy conditions, all CBs are closed, with the exception of CB1 and CB6, which are kept open. The network can be split in two radial paths: Bus 1 - Bus 3 - Bus 5 and Bus 2 - Bus 4 - Bus 6. In the event of a fault, e.g. on Tr.1, CB1 and CB3 will be opened and CB6 will be closed, so all loads continue to be fed, while the radial structure of the network is preserved. The same logic is used even if the electric fault occurs in other locations and reconfiguration of the network ensures that the supply of most consumers is maintained during the fault conditions. The protection of the electric network shown in Fig. 1 is reduced to the protection of the two radial paths mentioned before and their associated electric equipment.

3. Proposed protection method

3.1. The method of symmetrical components

The method of symmetrical components represents a practical engineering tool for analysis of the electric circuits under unbalanced conditions. The symmetrical components of a set of three phasors consist from the followings: the positive-sequence quantities (PSQ), the negative-sequence quantities (NSQ) and the zero-sequence quantities (ZSQ). In general, three-phase generators are designed to produce only PSQ, while NSQ and ZSQ are produced by asymmetries of the electric network [15]. More precisely, NSQ are produced by any imbalance that occurs in the network and ZSQ are produced by any imbalance that involves the ground [16].

Compared to the phase-quantities of the voltage and current, their sequence-components counterparts are more sensitive to asymmetric faults [16], hence many protection relays rely on these quantities [15]. For example, all ground relays operate on ZSQ [15], differential protection can be stabilized using NSQ [17] and directional elements can be polarized by NSQ and ZSQ [16]. In this paper, symmetrical components have been used for analysis of a radial feeder during PP faults and based on this analysis, a new method of protection for these faults has been developed.

3.2. Analysis of a radial feeder during the PP fault

Analysis of a radial feeder during the PP fault is realised using the network shown in Fig. 2a, resembling a maritime radial feeder. It consists of a three-phase power source grounded through a resistance \( R_0 \) and three balanced delta loads. Monitoring of the feeder currents is realised for protection purposes by three sets of Current Transformers (CTs), denoted as CT1, CT2 and CT3. The currents seen by the CTs are labelled \( I_{CT1}, I_{CT2} \) and \( I_{CT3} \). A PP fault with a resistance \( R_F \) is applied on feeder as indicated in Fig. 2a and the fault current is seen by CT1 and CT2, while CT3 is located downstream the fault. Analysis of the described feeder seeks to determine PSQ and NSQ of the currents seen by the indicated CTs, as only these currents are available for protection, while ZSQ are not involved in PP faults.

The pursued currents are determined by solving of the feeder sequence impedance diagram, shown in Fig. 2b, where the following notations are used. \( I_{PSQ} \) and \( I_{NSQ} \) are the PSQ and

![Fig. 1 Typical AC network of a vessel](image)

![Fig. 2 Radial feeder in PP fault conditions](image)
NSQ respectively of the fault current. \(Z_{1,S}, Z_{2,S} \) and \(Z_{0,S} \) are the sequence impedances of the source. \(Z_{1,LS}, Z_{2,LS} \) and \(Z_{0,LS} \) are the sequence impedances of the loads. \(I_{1,LS} \) and \(I_{2,LS} \) are the PSQ and NSQ respectively of the load currents. \(I_{1,CT} \) and \(I_{2,CT} \) are the PSQ and NSQ respectively of the currents seen by the CTs. As appropriate, \(x \) is either the load indicator or the CT indicator.

\[ I_{1,CT} = \frac{E}{Z_{1,s} + Z_{1,s} PZ_{1,1_{-2}} PZ_{1,1_{-3}} P(R_F + Z_2)} \]  
\[ Z_2 = \frac{Z_{2,s} PZ_{2,1_{-1}} PZ_{2,1_{-2}} PZ_{2,1_{-3}}} \]  
\[ I_{1,LI} \) and \( I_{1,CT} \) are expressed as a function of \( I_{1,CT} \) and are given in (3) and (4).

\[ I_{1,LI} = \frac{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)}{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)} I_{1,CT} \]  
\[ I_{1,CT} = \frac{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)}{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)} I_{1,CT} \]  

\( I_{2,CT} \) and \( I_{2,CT} + I_{2,CT} \) are calculated as a function of \( I_{1,CT} \) and are given in (8) and (9). Furthermore, \( I_{2,CT} \) is obtained in (10) as a function of \( I_{2,CT} \).

\[ I_{1,CT} = \frac{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)}{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)} I_{1,CT} \]  
\[ I_{1,CT} = \frac{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)}{Z_{1,1s} PZ_{1,1_{-1}} P(R_F + Z_2)} I_{1,CT} \]  

\[ I_{2,CT} = \frac{Z_{2,1s} PZ_{2,1_{-1}} PZ_{2,1_{-2}} PZ_{2,1_{-3}} P(R_F + Z_2)}{Z_{2,1s} PZ_{2,1_{-1}} PZ_{2,1_{-2}} PZ_{2,1_{-3}} P(R_F + Z_2)} I_{1,CT} \]  
\[ I_{2,CT} = \frac{Z_{2,1s} PZ_{2,1_{-1}} PZ_{2,1_{-2}} PZ_{2,1_{-3}} P(R_F + Z_2)}{Z_{2,1s} PZ_{2,1_{-1}} PZ_{2,1_{-2}} PZ_{2,1_{-3}} P(R_F + Z_2)} I_{1,CT} \]  

Finally, \( I_{1,CT} \) and \( I_{2,CT} \) are given in (11) and (12) as a function of \( I_{1,LT} + I_{1,CT} \) and \( I_{2,LT} + I_{2,CT} \) respectively.
the protection relays and consequently a new method of relay coordination that does not require communication is proposed in the following section.

3.4. Relay coordination without communication

The presence of PP faults in a radial feeder is indicated by a non-zero magnitude of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ for all CTs on the feeder. However, this ratio is different than zero even in the absence of the PP fault in the event of some network unbalances, caused by generation or by the loads. As a result, the relay should trip only if the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ exceeds a pre-set threshold. Moreover, only those relays placed upstream the fault location should trip, therefore an additional criteria is used to generate the trip signal. The criteria is that a relay trips only if the current magnitude at its own location exceeds a pre-set threshold, set slightly higher than the rated current of the feeder on that location. In a radial feeder, only the relays placed upstream the fault fulfill this criteria, while the relays placed downstream the fault do not meet it. In this way, even though the rated current of a feeder can be exceeded when an electric load is turned on, this criteria alone is not sufficient for a relay to trip. Additionally, the relay should not trip if the magnitude of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ exceeds 1 because this condition is possible only for a relay placed downstream the fault location, which should not trip anyway in this case.

Finally, the authors propose utilisation of a definite time-delay for each relay in order to achieve coordination of all relays in the feeder, i.e. when the PP fault is detected, a relay waits for a pre-defined time-delay before it trips and this delay is selected in such a way that clearance of the fault is realised selectively. In a radial feeder, the definite time-delay should be made longer if a relay is closer to the generators, while the relay located at the end of the feeder should trip after the shortest delay.

Fig. 3 presents the logical structure of the discussed protection algorithm for a single relay, where the following notations are used: \( I_{\text{threshold}} \) is the current that needs to be exceeded at the location of the relay, \( I/I_{\text{threshold}} \) is the pre-set threshold that needs to be exceeded by the magnitude of the proposed ratio during PP faults and \( t_{\text{delay}} \) is the pre-set definite time-delay after which the relay trips.

4. Experimental setup

The proposed method of protection has been tested using the HIL setup shown in Fig. 4a. The HIL setup consists from an RTDS, a signal amplifier and a programmable digital relay. RTDS emulates the maritime radial feeder shown in Fig. 4b and outputs a three-phase AC signal proportional with the three-phase current seen by one of the CTs indicated in Fig. 4b. The AC signal is amplified afterwards by the signal amplifier and injected into the digital relay. Through the “Selector” block, selection of the appropriate signal allows for the digital relay to be connected to any of the available CTs in the feeder emulated on RTDS. The purpose of the signal amplifier is to ensure the interface between RTDS and the digital relay used in this setup, as RTDS outputs a 10 V AC signal, while the relay requires a 10 A AC input.

The maritime feeder shown in Fig. 4b is powered by two synchronous generators: a 7.2 MVA generator, denoted as \( G_1 \) and a 4.8 MVA generator, denoted as \( G_2 \). The feeder consists of five electric loads placed on five bus bars that are interconnected by five cables, labelled \( L_{{x,y}} \), where \( x \) and \( y \) are indicators of the adjacent bus bars. The loads are balanced, which is typical in a MV feeder on a vessel. Also, a 2 MVA transformer, denoted \( T_r \), exists between between cable \( L_{23} \) and Bus 3. Implementation of the described feeder on RTDS is realised using the standard models available in RSCAD for generators, transformer and loads, while the electric cables are modelled using a \( x \)-model. The main parameters of the generators, transformer, loads and cables are given in [12].

The relay used in the HIL setup is manufactured by DEIF A/S [18] and is modified in order to accommodate the protection algorithm described in the previous section of the paper. The internal parameters of the relay and the fault record are accessible to a user and can be downloaded on a computer. In this way, the ratio between the current NSQ and current ZSQ, and the three-phase currents, as calculated by the digital relay are examined for various faults and network conditions in order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed method of protection.

Fig. 3  Logical algorithm of the proposed relay

Fig. 4  Experimental setup
(a) HIL setup diagram, (b) maritime feeder on RTDS
The digital relay is connected alternatively at each set of CTs of the feeder shown in Fig. 4b and the relay is set according to the location selected. The protection settings of the relay for each CT are given in Table 1. A PP fault is applied between phase b and phase c at various locations on the feeder. When applied on a cable, the fault appears in the middle of it. For each fault, the conditions of the network are modified in order to emulate variable generation and various fault resistances. Generation is varied by turning on or off a generator and affects the available short-circuit power on the feeder. The following fault resistances are considered: 0 Ω to emulate a bolted fault, 2 Ω to emulate a typical arcing fault occurring on cable, the fault appears in the network operating at similar voltage levels as the test maritime feeder [19] and 10 Ω to emulate a fault with a higher resistance. The most interesting results are discussed in followings.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Fault occurring downstream the relay

Fig. 5a presents the three-phase currents and the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, as calculated by the digital relay when connected to CT2 for a bolted PP fault occurring on cable L23 in the event that the electric network is powered by G2. During the fault, the phase current exceeds $I_{\text{threshold}}$ (set to 111 A in this case), while the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ exceeds $I_2/I_{\text{threshold}}$ (set to 0.2), but without surpassing 1. As a result, the digital relay detects correctly the presence of the PP fault downstream to its own location and clears the fault after a delay of 600 ms, in accordance with the relay settings shown in Table 1. The magnitude of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ does not vary too much during the fault and it takes 1-2 periods of time after the fault inception before it exceeds the pre-set threshold. This delay is caused by internal calculations of the digital relay.

Fig. 5b presents the three-phase current and the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, as calculated by the digital relay when connected to CT2 for a bolted PP fault occurring on Bus 3 for the same conditions as considered before. The fault is detected by the relay in a similar manner as in the previous case. Even though the phase currents are greatly reduced for a PP fault occurring on Bus 3, compared to a PP fault occurring on cable L23, the magnitude of the ratio between the NSQ and PSQ of the measured current is only marginally smaller. The PP fault is cleared after a delay of 600 ms, in accordance with the protection settings given in Table 1. In other words, the ratio is not affected significantly by variability of the short-circuit currents and the new method of protection is not endangered by this condition.

The PP faults applied on cable L23 or Bus 3 should not be detected only by a relay connected on CT2, but also by a relay connected to CT1. Moreover, the latter provides backup protection for the relay connected on CT2. In order to test such scenario, the same PP fault and network conditions as considered in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b are considered again, but this time the digital relay is connected to CT1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Settings of the digital relay according to CT location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relay location</td>
<td>$I_2/I_{\text{threshold}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5  Phase currents and the ratio between current NSQ and current PSQ as seen by the digital relay connected to CT2 for a bolted fault, while the feeder is powered by G2: (a) PP occurs on L23, (b) PP fault occurs on Bus 3
Fig. 6a illustrates the phase currents and the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, as calculated by the digital relay connected to CT1 for a bolted PP fault occurring on cable $L_{23}$ with the feeder powered by $G_2$. The phase current exceeds $I_{\text{threshold}}$ (set to 217 A in this case) during the fault, while the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ exceeds $I_{\text{NSQ}}/I_{\text{threshold}}$ (set to 0.2), but without surpassing 1. The relay detects correctly the presence of the fault downstream to its own location and the trip signal is generated after a delay of 800 ms, in accordance with the settings given in Table 1. Consequently, the relay connected to CT2 clears the PP fault before the relay connected to CT1, hence coordination of the protection relays and the back-up functionality are both ensured.

Fig. 6b illustrates the phase currents and the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, as calculated by the digital relay when connected to CT1 for a bolted PP fault occurring on Bus 3 with the feeder powered by $G_2$. The PP fault is detected correctly, as the phase current, respectively the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ exceed their corresponding thresholds. As can be seen in Fig. 6, even though the phase currents are greatly reduced for a PP fault occurring on Bus 3, compared to a PP fault occurring on cable $L_{23}$, the magnitude of the ratio between the NSQ and PSQ of the measured current is only marginally smaller. The trip signal is generated after a delay of 800 ms, longer than the delay associated with the relay connected to CT2 and only if the PP fault persists, thus selectivity and the back-up function are both ensured.

The relay connected to CT1 notices a slightly smaller ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ than the relay connected to CT2, as comparison between Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a, and Fig. 5b and Fig. 6b respectively reveals. The result is in accordance with the theory discussed in previous sections of the paper, thus confirming that the nearest upstream relay to a PP fault depicts the highest magnitude of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ.

5.2. Fault in variable network conditions

Fig. 7a presents the ratio between current NSQ and current PSQ, as calculated by the digital relay connected alternatively to each set of CTs on the feeder for various fault conditions. The PP fault is applied on the middle of the cable where the digital relay is connected. For each fault, the ratio is presented as an interval of values instead of a single value because the ratio is not entirely constant during the fault, as the previous figures show. The mean values of each interval are connected with a line for a better visualization of the variation of the ratio in different network conditions. Also, to put things in perspective, variation of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ is compared with variation of the phase currents, seen by the same relay for the same set of network conditions. Accordingly, Fig. 7b illustrates the phase currents seen by the digital relay connected alternatively to each set of CTs on the feeder for the same network conditions and PP faults as in Fig. 7a.

Fig. 7a shows that in all conditions, the magnitude of the ratio between the NSQ and PSQ of the fault current is approaching 1, but without surpassing this value. This result is in accordance with the theoretical background discussed earlier in this paper. Fig. 7a also shows that the magnitude of the ratio between current NSQ and current PSQ is decreasing with the decrease of the available short-circuit power, but its variation is not significant. Moreover, the magnitude of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ is decreasing with the increase of the fault resistance as well, but even in this case its variation is not significant. In all cases considered, during the PP fault, the magnitude of the ratio between the
current NSQ and current PSQ is far greater than the pre-set threshold value (0.2 for all relays) and the PP fault is cleared successfully within an acceptable time frame. The minimum and maximum tripping times associated with the new method of protection for the same faults and network conditions as considered in Fig. 7 are given in Table 2.

Fig. 7b shows that the phase currents vary more than the magnitude of the ratio between current NSQ and current PSQ with variation of the network conditions. For example, the phase current seen by CT1 during the PP fault varies from about 0.3 kA to 3 kA, with the mean current varying from about 0.5 kA to 1.5 kA, while the magnitude of the ratio between the NSQ and PSQ of the current seen by the same CT varies from about 0.65 to 0.85. The same trend is valid for other CTs as well. This result suggests that if conventional OC protection is employed in this feeder, then it would be challenged by variability of the short-circuit currents. In order to test this hypothesis, the digital relay is programmed to trip using the IEC standard inverse characteristic [20]. The minimum and maximum tripping times associated with OC protection for the same PP faults and network conditions as considered in Fig. 7 are given in Table 3. The settings of OC protection are given in Table 4 and are chosen in such a way that the time margin between two consecutive locations of the relay on feeder is 200 ms, similarly as for the new protection method proposed in this paper.

Comparison between the tripping times indicated in Table 2 and Table 3 reveals the superiority of the new method of protection over OC protection in terms of tripping speed for the experimental tests performed. Variability of the fault current causes almost no difference between the minimum and maximum tripping times in case of protection based on the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ. On the contrary, variability of the fault current causes relatively large differences between the minimum and maximum tripping times in case of OC protection. These results also suggest that in feeders with high variability of short-circuit currents, OC relays should be adaptive to network conditions in order to avoid the unnecessary long tripping times. Contrariwise, the proposed method of protection does not need to be adaptive because a single set of settings is sufficient for a wide range of network conditions. For these reasons, the new protection method introduced in this paper advances the traditional way of protection in maritime feeders.

![Fig. 7](image_url)  
**Effect of variable generation and variable fault resistance at various locations:** (a) ratio between current NSQ and current PSQ, (b) phase RMS currents

### Table 2 Tripping times corresponding to protection based on $I_2/I_1$ ratio for conditions considered in Fig. 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relay location</th>
<th>Minimum tripping time [ms]</th>
<th>Maximum tripping time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT1</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT2</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT3</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT4</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3 Tripping times corresponding to conventional OC protection for conditions considered in Fig. 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relay location</th>
<th>Minimum tripping time [ms]</th>
<th>Maximum tripping time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT1</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>2284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT2</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT3</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT4</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Settings of OC protection according to CT location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relay location</th>
<th>Time multiplier setting</th>
<th>Pick-up current [A]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Fault occurring upstream the relay

Another interesting scenario is represented by the case when the PP fault is applied upstream to the location of the relay. Fig. 8a presents accordingly the three-phase current and the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, as calculated by the digital relay connected to CT2 for a bolted PP fault occurring on cable $L_{12}$ in the event that the feeder is powered by $G_2$. In this case, even though the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ exceeds the pre-defined threshold, the relay does not trip because the magnitudes of the phase currents do not increase during the fault above the pre-defined threshold (set to 111 A in this case). The relay operates correctly by not tripping, as the PP fault occurs upstream the relay location and therefore it should be cleared by another relay in this case.

The same scenario is followed alternately for other conditions of the electric network. The experimental tests show that variation of the available short-circuit power does not affect the ratio seen by a relay connected to CT2 for a bolted PP fault on cable $L_{12}$, but the resistance of the PP fault has a pronounced effect on this ratio. For example, Fig. 8b illustrates the three-phase current and the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, as calculated by the relay connected to CT2 in the event that the feeder is powered by $G_2$ and a PP fault with a resistance of 10 Ω is applied on cable $L_{12}$. Again, the relay operates correctly by not tripping, as the magnitudes of the phase currents do not increase above the pre-defined threshold. Compared to the bolted PP fault scenario, in this case the fault resistance causes a significant lower value of the magnitude of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, but without affecting the proposed protection system. However, it must be noticed that these relatively large variations of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ are characteristics only for a relay located downstream the fault, while a relay located upstream the fault sees a much smaller variation of the same ratio, as shown in previous sections.

5.4. Effect of electric motors on protection

The protection system in a marine vessels must handle the Induction Motors (IMs) that are connected directly to the electric network. Such IMs are used to drive various pumps on vessels and their starting current should not cause tripping of the protection relays. Also, IMs contribute to fault currents and can cause reverse current flows. In order to test the effect of IMs on the proposed protection system, a three-phase IM with rated power of 0.5 MVA is connected on Bus 3 and then bolted PP faults are applied alternatively at various locations on the electric network. The results of these tests demonstrate that the fault contribution of the studied IM during PP faults does not affect the performance of the proposed protection system. Moreover, similar results are obtained for other fault resistances and the starting current of the IM did not cause the mal-operation of the protection system, so it can be concluded that the protection method proposed in this paper is not affected by directly-connected IMs.

![Fig. 8](image_url)  
**Fig. 8** Phase currents and the ratio between current NSQ and current PSQ as seen by the relay connected to CT2 in eventuality that the feeder is powered only by $G_2$: (a) PP occurs on $L_{12}$ ($R_F = 0$ Ω), (b) PP fault occurs on $L_{12}$ ($R_F = 10$ Ω)
6. Conclusion

The basic principles of a new protection method for PP faults in a maritime radial feeder have been presented in this paper and the proposed protection algorithm has been tested in an experimental test setup. In the proposed method, detection of PP faults is based on evaluation of the magnitude of the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ, which experiences a significant increase during the fault. The new protection method is implemented in a programmable digital relay and is tested in various network conditions, including variable short-circuit power and various fault resistances, using a real-time HIL testbed. The experimental results prove that operation of the tested relay, thus the proposed protection system is not affected by variable network conditions and all PP faults were detected successfully.

The advantages of the method of protection based on the ratio between the current NSQ and current PSQ include simplicity of the setting procedure, as no prior knowledge of the fault levels is required and the fact that a single set of settings is valid for a wide range of network conditions. The findings of this paper suggest that the proposed method of protection delivers significant improvement of performance over conventional OC relays in radial feeders with variable short-circuit currents, therefore it is more suitable for feeder protection in vessels. Indeed, operation of OC relays is endangered by variable short-circuit power, as this condition causes variable short-circuit currents, while the ratio between the NSQ and PSQ of the fault current, which is the backbone of the protection system discussed in this paper, does not vary significantly with variation of the short-circuit currents. The proposed method of protection does not require additional hardware or sensors compared to OC relays, so it can be seen as an additional functionality of the existing digital OC relays for improved performance against PP faults.
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